
SHIRLIE WRIGHT
SENIOR DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER

CONTACT
s.wright@email.com

(123) 456-7890
Dearborn, MI

LinkedIn

EDUCATION
B.S. in Marketing

University of Michigan
August 2009 - May 2013

Ann Arbor, MI

SKILLS
Salesforce

Paid acquisition
(Facebook, Google,

LinkedIn, Instagram,
retargeting)

A/B testing (Optimizely)
Google Analytics,

FullStory
Microsoft Excel, Google

Sheets
SEO

Email marketing

WORK EXPERIENCE
Senior Digital Marketing Manager
Kellogg Company
January 2018 - current / Dearborn, MI

Led SEO efforts and conversion funnels to generate 170,000
monthly unique site visitors and $1.8M in monthly revenue
Designed, implemented, and optimized retargeting ads
using Facebook and AdWords to improve the visitor to paid
conversion rate by 355%
Launched and designed affiliate marketing program that
grew to 130 partners and $220,000 in incremental monthly
revenue
Planned, performed keyword research, and outlined 275
blog posts designed for SEO, and managed a team of 3
content writers to complete that content
Implemented an A/B testing framework for SEO purposes
for all content, which incrementally improved the rank for
targeted keywords by 29%

Digital Marketing Manager
Sage Solutions Group
April 2015 - January 2018 / Dearborn, MI

Directed the launch of a campaign for a new product,
resulting in revenue of $5.2M in the first year
Created a holistic paid acquisition strategy, ultimately
leading to an ROI of 43% for every dollar spent
Built out a culture of robust data collection and A/B testing
to iteratively improve campaign performance, leading to an
average improvement of 56% from campaign start to
campaign end
Supervised the creation of the blog for SEO purposes, which
grew from 800 to 140,000 monthly organic visitors to the
site
Oversaw 7 full-time marketers and 4 paid contractors

Digital Marketing Sales Consultant
Ford Motor Company
May 2013 - April 2015 / Dearborn, MI

Overhauled the email marketing strategy for products based
on user engagement, leading to an incremental $3.5M in
revenue through email to customer conversions
Exceeded sales targets by 35% for the full year in 2014

https://linkedin.com/

